which they both belong. LEMMA 
Let D be a dendron and let B be an order basis: for D containing all the cut points of order greater than or equal to three. Then for each ε > 0, there exists a regular e-cover with respect to B.
Proof. See Lemma 4.1 of [2] . LEMMA 
Let X and Y be dendrons and let e< -» 0. Let {^}Γ=i and { ^1)7=1 be sequences of closed covers of X and Y respectively such that
(1) ^i is a regular e^cover of X, (2) JΊ is a regular e r cover of Y, (3) ^ί+i is a refinement of ^ 5^+ 1 is a refinement of 5^, (4) We will put a copy of ^" in W 2 and a copy of a refinement of Wl in an appropriate element of Ήf* to obtain the isomorphic covers %f and ^ of the theorem. We do this in the following way. Let P be the set of points of X which are points of intersection of the elements of ^" that is, p e P if and only if there exists U-and U' ά such that U Π U' 3 = p. By Lemma 2.3, there exists p λ e P such that X -{Pi} contains exactly one component meeting P ~ {p^. Let k λ be the order of p l9 Let q t be a point of W 2 of order k t . There are (n x -1) components of X -{p^} which do not contain elements of P -{p^}. Let φ 1 assign the closures of these in any one-to-one manner to the closures of the (n λ -1) components of W 2 -{gj which do not contain y lm Let O ι We continue this process inductively, choosing q n so that q n separates q { from q if (i,j < n) , if and only if p n separates Pi from p j9 Further, we ask that if the component of X -{p lf p 2 , ",p n _j} which contains p n has p { (i < n) as a boundary point, then the component of W 2 -{q 19 q 2 r" Qn-ii which contains q n has q t as a boundary point. We also require that the order of q n equal the order of p n . In case p n does not separate any pair pφ ά , 1 ^ i, j g n -1, let A n be the union of the arcs joining the pairs of points p iy p i for 1 <= i, j <: n ~ 1. Let A r n be the arc joining p n to A n . Let the order of the point A n Π A! n be k' n . In this case we additionally require that q n have the corresponding property; that is, if B n is the union of the arcs joining q { and q j9 1 ^ i, j ^ n -1, and if S; is the arc from q n to β % . Then (a) the order of the point B n Π B f n is fc;, and (b) A n and β; are isomorphic trees, the isomorphism determined by Pi-^qi. We define φ n from the set of closures of components of O n _ x -{p n } to the set of closures of components of 0 n^ -{q n } so that if φ n (O) = O f and p i is a boundary point of 0, then g^ is a boundary point of 0'.
After a finite number of steps, we use the last p t in P. Let φ be the one-to-one function determined by φ l9 φ 2 , ... 9 
φ kf
where k is the number of points in P, and φ(U') = φj(U') for some i such that Z7' contains no points of P in the jth step of the above process, and where U'e^'.
Let φ(Uί) = V-in W 2 , and call this cover of W 2 by the name 5^\ Let Vs be the element of 3^' which contains y x . Consider φ-\V' a ) = £/,'. If £?/ is an "end element" of <%", that is, the boundary of U' s contains exactly one point in P, let x x be any point of order two in UI, and let W" be the component of X -{x λ } which does not contain the points of P.
If Us is not an end element, let Q = {q t \ q t corresponds to Pi in P}, and let B the finite tree which is the union of arcs joining the points of Q on the boundary of V7, and let B r be the arc joining y t to B. Let y = B Π B' and let k be the order of y. Note that k ^ 3. Now let A be the finite tree which is the union of the arcs joining the points of P on the boundary of U' a . A is isomorphic to B. Choose a point xeA, of order k, such that x separates p t from p 5 in A if and only if y separates q { from q d in B. Let x t be any point of order 2 of a component of A -{x} whose only boundary point is x. Let Wz' be the component of X -{x λ } which does not contain points of P. Now let g?' be a regular ε-cover of Wί. Let g 7 " be a copy of g 7 ' in TF 2 ", using the same procedure as above, and making sure in the first step that the component in Wϊ which contains y x corresponds to the component in W 2 " which contains x lm i?" is obtained in a finite number of steps. Let τ/r:g"-»if" be the one-to-one function obtained.
The subdivisions ^ and 5^ of X and Y obtained in this manner are regular ε-covers of X and Y respectively, and are isomorphic; that is, there is a one-to-one function /: ^/ -» 3*~ such that Ϊ7 { Π U ό Φ φ if and only if /(£/*) Πf(U s ) Φ φ. This completes the proof. THEOREM 
Lei X and Y be two similar dendrons containing endpoints {a, b} and {c, d} respectively. Then there exists a homeomorphism h, h: X-» Y such that h(a) = c and h(b) = d.
Proof. Let ε > 0. We show that there exist regular ε-coverŝ and y for X and Y respectively, and a one-to-one function φ from <2S onto y such that (1) Ui Π U ά Φ φ if and only if
and (2) φ takes the element of ^ containing "a" to the element of 3^ containing 4< c," and the element of <%s containing "b" to the element of °p~ containing "d."
Let x ± be a point of order two separating a from δ in X, and let A x and B x be the two components of X -{xj. Let y t be a point of order two separating c from d in F, and let CΊ and Z^ be the two components of Γ -{y x }. Let ^' be a regular ε-cover of X which is the union of a regular ε-cover of A x and a regular ε-cover of 2? 1# Let y' be a regular ε-cover of Y such that y f is the union of a regular ε-cover of d and a regular ε-cover of D λ and such that there exists a one-to-one function φ: ^f f -• 3^"', constructed with care as in Lemma 2.4, so that:
(1) φ takes each element containing x 1 to an element containing Vύ (2) φ takes each element which is a subset of A x to an element which is a subset of d, and each element which is a subset of B 1 to an element which is a subset of D u and ( 3 ) <£> takes the element containing "a" to the element containing "c," and the element containing "6" to the element containing "d."
Now let Si-*0. For each ε< we construct isomorphic covers â nd 5*ί with properties of ^ and 5^~ above, and such that (1) ^ is a refinement of ^^ and 5^* is a refinement of 5^_!, and (2) U i3 g Z/i-ij j fc if and only if F^gF^jt. Clearly this may be done by using the care used in the construction of the isomorphic covers of Lemma 2.4, and applying this to each element of ^_i, when constructing ^. Then it follows from Lemma 2.2 that there is a homeomorphism h r h: X-» Y such that Λ,(a) = 6 and h(c) = d.
3.
The main theorem* In this section we show that the space of homeomorphisms of a special dendron is zero dimensional and nowhere discrete. Thus it is not locally contractible. Proof. Since X is special, the cut points of order greater than two are dense in X. Thus it follows from Theorem 4.1 of [2] that G(X) is zero dimensional, and therefore no arcs exist in G(X). But if G(X) were locally contractible, there would exist a continuous function F: U x I -> G(X) which is not constant on {g} x /, for some g e U, where U is some open set in G(X). But F\{g} x I is a nonconstant continuous function from an arc into G(X), and therefore must contain an arc. This is a contradiction. It follows that G(X) is not locally contractible.
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